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Across

4. A country located in the middle east 

that is an oligarchy; next to Iraq and 

Afghanistan

8. A gov. where one person has all the 

power; no limits on power, no elections; 

dictatorship

11. Autocracy-following country in East Asia

14. System of government in which 

independent states grant certain powers to a 

weaker central government

15. A country that follows a Representative 

Democracy form of government

16. A country that follows an economic and 

political system of governemnt

17. A system of gov. in which one strong 

central gov. sets policy for nation

18. Head of gov. in a Presidential System

19. A communst country located in the 

Caribbean

20. An economic and political system of 

government; protection from inequality; gov. 

manages economy

Down

1. Government ruled by few, not many; 

minority has power; position is birthright

2. A form of democracy in which leaders 

are elected to make decisions; 

representatives can be replaced; ruled by 

people

3. A country ruled by a monarch

5. A government difficult to manage and 

ruled by the people; citizens have the power

6. Head of gov. in a Parliamentary System

7. A gov. more extreme than socialism; 

total economic, social equality; gov. owns, 

citizens share

9. System of gov. in which central gov. 

shares power with regional governments

10. A government in which a king or queen 

rules; position inherited by birth

12. Branch of gov. responsible for making 

laws

13. System that has emphasis on seperation 

of powers

Word Bank

United Kingdom Communism Venezuela Presidential

Unitary Iran Monarchy Prime Minister

Direct Democracy Confederation Cuba Legislative

Oligarchy Socialism Autocracy USA

North Korea Representative Democracy President Federal


